Security of the Distributed Electronic Patient Record (EPR)

The Eighth Working Conference of IMIA Working Group 4 addresses state-of-the-art security of distributed electronic patient records (EPR). Guidelines for EPR security will be drafted at this conference for distribution throughout the international community. World Class international experts in issues of computerized networked health records are featured. Conference participation will provide you with a unique opportunity to directly influence the establishment of EPR security guidelines and to network with world leaders in health informatics security. Invited papers and participant discussions will form the core of the conference. Participants are invited to submit posters addressing the conference theme. Conference proceedings will be published in the International Journal of Medical Informatics.

Your participation fee includes accommodation and all meals in Victoria’s delightful Oak Bay Beach Hotel in an ambiance of beautiful seaside gardens, with views of the San Juan Islands and Cascade mountains. Guests are welcomed at an opening reception. A "West Coast Evening" will provide an opportunity to relax, mingle and sample some of the delights of Victoria and British Columbia. Participants will receive advance conference material, published proceedings, and will be given access to selected presentations through an exclusive web site. This conference is immediately followed by INFOcues 2000, Canada’s largest health informatics conference to date, Vancouver, June 24 to 27, 2000.

Space at the conference is limited in order to provide for a productive working environment. Registrants will be accommodated on a first come, first served basis.

Please leave us your e-mail address if you want to receive updates about the conference.
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